Synthetic controls – what do we need and how far can we go?
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Some recent headlines – facts, prophecies, fictions?

“...[the Flatiron acquisition is] a showcase in the future: trial designs where the currently used ones look like stagecoaches versus ICE trains”.

(Gross, 14.05.2018)
Some recent headlines – first remark

It was really Kaspar who I recently saw riding through Basel ...
Some recent headlines – second remark

Sometimes a stagecoach is more comfortable than an ICE train …
Outline
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• conclusions
Synthetic controls – why and when?
Synthetic controls – why and when?

**synthetic controls** are used

- in situations when RCTs are not feasible ✓
- “maybe broader” (Rufibach & Burger): due to disadvantages of RCTs (and (assumed) advantages of RWD trials):
  - ⇒What are the advantages of RWD trials and can we quantify them?
  - ⇒weighting may depend on area of application
Synthetic controls – areas of applications

**Synthetic controls** are used for:

- internal decision making
- proof-of-concept
- regulatory approval

⇒ different aims may be reflected by different requirements, challenges, and methods
⇒ different aims may lead to different weighting of (dis)advantages
⇒ different aims may require different standards (see below)
Mentioned disadvantages of RCTs – potential motivations for “maybe broader”

• high costs: What are the actual costs of RWD trials?

“Under the terms of the agreement, the transaction value for the acquisition of Flatiron Health was USD 1.9 billion…”
(Roche Media Release, 06.04.2018)
Mentioned disadvantages of RCTs – potential motivations for “maybe broader”

- high costs
- long time to complete: What is the actual timeframe of RWD trials?
  fewer patients to be recruited
  but:
  additional tasks to be performed
Mentioned disadvantages of RCTs – potential motivations for “maybe broader”

- high costs
- long time to complete
- comparison are possible only against few alternative treatments:
  Yes, but RWD trials are helpful as alternative only if they lead to “robust conclusions” (Salmonson acc. to Brookland) / “do not alter relevantly the approval bar” (Rufibach & Burger) (see below)
Mentioned disadvantages of RCTs – potential motivations for “maybe broader”

• high costs
• long time to complete
• comparison are possible only against few alternative treatments:
• eligibility criteria:
  – impractical
  – leading to non-representative populations

Can the RCT culture be changed?
Mentioned disadvantages of RCTs – potential motivations for “maybe broader”

- high costs
- long time to complete
- comparison are possible only against few alternative treatments:
- eligibility criteria:
  - impractical
  - leading to non-representative populations
- do not make use of available data / unnecessary placebo exposure:
  Yes, but RWD trials are helpful as alternative only if they lead to “robust conclusions” (Salmonson acc. to Brookland) / “do not alter relevantly the approval bar” (Rufibach & Burger) (see below)
Mentioned disadvantages of RCTs – potential motivations for “maybe broader”

- high costs
- long time to complete
- comparison are possible only against few alternative treatments:
- eligibility criteria:
  - impractical
  - leading to non-representative populations
- do not make use of available data / unnecessary placebo exposure
- RCT effects are effects under ideal conditions and exaggerate the RW effect:

Is this really true? “…there is little evidence for significant effect estimate differences between observational studies and RCTs…” (Anglemyer et al., 2014)
Mentioned disadvantages of RCTs – potential motivations for “maybe broader”

- high costs
- long time to complete
- comparison are possible only against few alternative treatments:
  - eligibility criteria
    - impractical
    - leading to non-representative populations
- do not make use of available data / unnecessary placebo exposure
- RCT effects are effects under ideal conditions and exaggerate the RW effect:

  ... or is rather the opposite true? “Studies of routinely collected health data ... may substantially overestimate treatment effects” (Hemkens et al., 2016)
Mentioned disadvantages of RCTs – potential motivations for “maybe broader”

• high costs
• long time to complete
• comparison are possible only against few alternative treatments:
  • eligibility criteria
    – impractical
    – leading to non-representative populations
• do not make use of available data / reduce placebo exposure
• RCT effects exaggerate the RW effect (“effect under ideal conditions”)

⇒ clarification (and, if possible, quantification) is required!
⇒ We should abandon the established gold standard only if we have substantial arguments!
The crucial role of standards
Standards

- don’t undervalue **the merits of standards**!
- for **common clinical trials**, established standards exist for...
  - data source
  - design
  - conduct
  - analysis
  - reporting
- which **standards** are available for **clinical trials with synthetic control**, which have to be created?
Standards – example: data source

• exciting insights in processes (Somnath Sarkar)

• open questions:
  – what means “high data quality”?
  – what is the benchmark?
  – how has data quality to be assessed?
  – data sources are regional:
    o global data sources required for global conclusions? (Rufibach & Burger)
    o similarity to concept of “multi-regional trials”?
  – …
Standards – reporting

“Reporting to Improve Reproducibility and Facilitate Validity Assessment for Healthcare Database Studies V1.0 Shirley Wang, PhD, ScM1,2,*, Sebastian Schneeweiss, MD, ScD1,2, Marc L. Berger, MD3, Jeffrey Brown, PhD4, Frank de Vries, PharmD, PhD5, Ian Douglas, PhD6, Joshua J. Gagne, PharmD, ScD1,2, Rosa Gini, PhD, MSc7, Olaf Klungel, PhD8, C. Daniel Mullins, PhD9, Michael D. Nguyen, MD10, Jeremy A. Rassen, ScD11, Liam Smeeth, MSc, PhD6, Miriam Sturkenboom, PhD, MSc12, on behalf of the joint ISPE-ISPOR Special Task Force on Real World Evidence in Health Care Decision Making”

Standards – reporting

- **key elements:**
  - agreeing on common terminology
  - specification of a (minimal) set of essential information to be reported

⇒ improvement of transparency, reproducibility, and credibility
⇒ required also for other aspects of RWD trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 – Reporting specific parameters to increase reproducibility of database studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Reporting on data source should include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.1 Data provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.2 Data extraction date (DED)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Topics of current and future methodological research
Synthetic controls stimulates exciting research

- **reducing placebo exposure** (Cornelia Dunger-Baldauf et al.)
  - what astonishing results!
  - more experience desirable (also in other indications)
  - how to obtain information on safety?
- **dealing with potential biases** (Chris Harbron)
  - known methods revitalized for new context
  - applications / experiences available?

<< The future emerges before it occurs. >>
(Rainer Maria Rilke)
Topics of current and future research (cont’d)

• matching
  – refined methods may be required in the context of generating synthetic controls
  – example: “adaptive propensity score matching”
Topics of current and future research – adaptive propensity score matching

- **starting point:** limited data set available for control intervention (in motivating example: n=77)
- **RCT not applicable**
- **aim:** match as many control patients as possible
- **question:** how many patients are required for new intervention?
- **idea:** (re)calculate sample size at interim analysis based on observed matching rate
Topics of current and future research – adaptive propensity score matching (cont’d)

• “naïve approach”: recalculation based on estimated matching rate
  ⇒ overoptimistic estimate of matching rate (due to high number of control patients at interim analysis)
  ⇒ too small sample size / too low power

• “resampling CI approach”:
  – repeated random selection of control patients
  – recalculation based on lower boundary of 99% CI of matching rate
  ⇒ very good performance (Weber, Uhlmann & Kieser, 2019)
Topics of current and future research (con’t’d)

• new designs

Make drug development more efficient

• Real-world data is one option. Other options are
  – Innovative trial designs, platform or adaptive.
    (Rufibach & Burger)

⇒ combine both!
⇒ “matched threshold crossing design”
Topics of current and future research – matched threshold crossing design

• **starting point:** substantial dataset available for control intervention

• **heterogeneous population** (prognostic and predictive factors)

• **aim:** flexible design for decision making (or more?)

• **idea:** adaptive two-stage design with option for
  – 1: $M$ matching, $M \geq 1$
  – futility stopping
  – sample size recalculation

• **very good performance**, incl. robustness against mis-specifications and control of type I error rate (if desired) (Krisam et al., 2019)
Conclusions
This word is hard to speak out in these times ….

… but the statement is essential in this context:

FOR OBJECTIVE CAUSAL INFERENCE, DESIGN TRUMPS ANALYSIS

By Donald B. Rubin

DOI: 10.1214/08-AOAS187

• important aspect: pre-specification (Rufibach & Burger)
Statisticians play a key role

- **implementation** of principles and methods
- **communication** of challenges, limitations and opportunities
- **development** of methods and recommendations
- …
Statisticians play a key role (cont’d)

• take it as an advantage and opportunity to shape the future!
• whether you like the topic or not: it should be a matter that is close to your heart!

If we don’t take care of it, others will do it instead of us …
Thank you for your kind attention!
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